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Central Truth 

Speaking the good news divides and saves. 

Purpose 

I want to listener to see that even in the face of hardship it is important to speak the gospel.

  

Bible Reading 

Acts 14:1-28 

 

 

Comment 

� Spoke so effectively (v1); speaking boldly (v3); continued to preach (v7); bringing good 

news (v15); preached the good news (v21); preached the word (v25). 

� The people of the city (Iconium) were divided (v4) 

� For: Great number of Jews and Gentiles believed (v1); the crowd (in Lystra) saw what 

Paul had done and declared him a god (v11); in that city (Derbe)...won a large number 

of disciples (v21) 

� Against: Jews who refused to believe stirred up the Gentiles and poisoned their minds 

(v2); there was a plot afoot among the Gentiles and Jews together with their leaders to 

mistreat (v5); Jews from Antioch and Iconium won the crowd over and stoned Paul (v19) 

� Point: Must go through many hardships to enter the Kingdom of God (v22) 

� Geography of this section: Antioch (ch 13) - Iconium – Lystra - Derbe (and surrounding 

country) – Lystra – Iconium – Antioch – Pisidia – Pamphylia – Perga – Attalia – Antioch. 
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CHECK TIME 

Talk 

Prayer 

Dear Lord and Father, 

Living and speaking the good news of Jesus is at times hard and those who call themselves 

disciples of Christ need your help.  

That news is what we have recorded before us in your word - so we ask that in the minutes 

ahead you will help us to willingly immerse ourselves in your word, critically think it through, 

hear what you want us to consider,  and apply what you want us to do. 

We ask this in Jesus name. AMEN 

A Questioning Doubt 

• That first year in a new job, particularly for those just starting out, can be tough. 

• All the study or training, all the ambition, all the uncertainty about whether this is 

the right career path - builds up expectations which can’t really be tested until 

evidentially you get that job. 

• And then once you start there is the questioning. Have I made the right career 

choice? Has everything that I have imagined about this job been correct? Am I doing 

the right thing with my life? 

• Often, that first year can be tough. 

• And every time something doesn’t quite go to plan, when the realities of what the 

job will mean become clearer, when the unsavoury parts become more obvious, it is 

not uncommon for doubt to creep in. When things don’t quite go to plan – it is very 

human to question whether what you are doing is right. 

 

• We rejoin the Acts of the Apostles at a time when a great number of folk came to 

faith in Jesus – and with that, I am sure all sorts of hopeful expectation of what this 

new faith would mean for them. 

• Paul and Barnabas in Chapter 14 are in the middle of their first missionary journey 

and for the first time in Christian history Gentiles on mass were hearing the good 

news about Jesus and believing. 

• And what is becoming clear – is that speaking the good news will divide and save. 

• And so if these early believers came into faith thinking that life would all be rosy and 

carefree then a rude shock was awaiting them. 

• And friends, it is at this point that believers today should be able to see that we have 

a lot in common with these first Christian believers, because there is Christian 
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persecution today and when a believer is on the receiving end – it is very human to 

question whether what you are believing is right. 

PAUSE 

• Let’s look at Acts 14. 

• Right before, like a prophetic voice from the past, Paul and Barnabas quoted Isaiah 

49 to declare that from the Jewish nation of Israel the message of salvation was 

supposed to shine forth to all nations (to all Gentiles) – that it was from the Jews 

that salvation would be brought to the ends of the earth. 

•  They had failed, but with Jesus, and now with the good news about him spreading, 

his apostles (his sent ones) were now proclaiming Jesus to the Gentiles – and 

(despite opposition from the Jews themselves) the Gentiles were accepting it with 

open arms. 

• Our passage tonight sits sandwiched between God’s declaration that his word was 

always meant to go out to the Gentiles in Chapter 13 and the churches acceptance 

(in the Jerusalem Council) that the message of the gospel was indeed to include the 

Gentiles which happens in Chapter 15. 

• In fact, it marks a shift that runs across cultural divides – it breaks down what would 

have been a relational wall that previously would have meant that two people 

groups could not live in harmony together. The new norm would be that Jews and 

Gentiles would be on equal footing as they responded to the same gospel. 

• But as we’ll see – politics will threaten to get in the way! 

PAUSE 

Iconium 

• Verse 1 – Paul and Barnabas make it to Iconium and go straight to the temple (now 

standard practice) – as they did in Antioch, they speak the Word of God – and great 

numbers of both Jews and Gentiles believe. 

• But speaking the good news divides and saves 

• Quickly in verse 2 you see some Jews refuse to accept what was being taught and 

they stirred up the Gentiles. 

• So what do Paul and Barnabas do – they run to other direction – No!, verse 3, they 

spend more time speaking boldly and confirming the message and even giving them 

the ability to do some amazing things. 

• I take it that that fact that they would be willing to stay amongst those they are 

teaching is a sign that they were willing to engage deeply. 

• Yet speaking the good news divides and saves. Some sided with the Jews, and some 

with the apostles. In fact, a plot was hatched to mistreat and stone Paul and 
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Barnabas – and at that they left so that they could continue to preach the good 

news. 

 

• What you have here is a ministry that is fairly reflective of the ministry Jesus did – 

and with largely the same result. 

• Jesus spent time teaching the crowds in each of the cities he entered – many 

believed, yet with that came strong opposition. He did some miraculous signs and 

wonders and as a result some plotted to kill him. 

• Prior to Jesus entering Jerusalem, he removed himself from the opposition and 

moved on to the next town or city – where unperturbed he started teaching again. 

• Speaking the good news divides and saves. 

 

• It is a pattern, that does not just apply to Jesus, or to his apostles – it applies to all 

who believe. 

• If the reception to Jesus is divided, if the reception to the apostles is divided – then 

there is no reason to believe that should be different for us. 

Let me give you an example. For the last 48 years, Compassion Australia has been present in 

India – at the moment they are helping to care for 165,000 children. Their aim is to 

unapologetically serve the poor and share the gospel with the nations. 

This past year, the Hindu government in India has put a halt on the transfer of funds from 

Compassion (and 19 other Christian organisations) who have been working to care for 

orphans or the sick across India. The presenting reason is because those organisations are 

Christian. Here is a country who would rather refuse necessary funding because of what 

they see is a threat to their religious belief. 

Hinduism is not Judaism as we see here in Acts, but the driving principle is the same. Reject 

or suppress in order to shut down. 

That is a corporate example – what about an individual example. 

Talking about Jesus or about Christian faith in Adelaide is often dismissed because it is so 

‘conservative’. Friends, when did being ‘conservative’ become such a bad thing?  

How often do you find yourself in conversation (maybe in your workplaces/uni) when it is 

totally acceptable to talk about getting drunk, sleeping around, marrying someone of the 

same sex, watching porn, earning millions, aborting foetus’ or rejecting refugees – yet when 

you try to talk about a Christian principle or a gospel response, you are told that you are 

being bigoted or narrow-minded!? 

Relativism, Materialism, Atheism is not Judaism as we see here in Acts, but the driving 

principle is the same. Reject or suppress in order to shut down. 
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Paul and Barnabas were not put off. 

PAUSE 

Lystra 

• Onto Lystra – verse 8 - they go and here we see a break in the pattern. 

• There is no Synagogue mentioned, perhaps it was a city where Judaism was not 

dominant and so there was no Synagogue to go to. I assume that also means that the 

majority of those whom Paul and Barnabas addressed were Gentiles. 

• They meet a man crippled from birth who came to hear what they had to say. 

• Paul, looks at him, sees that he has faith – and calls out ‘Stand up on your feet’ and 

he jumped up and walks. 

 

• There is something very familiar in this story. 

• In Luke 5, Jesus is presented a man who is also crippled and seeing the faith of his 

friends, heals him – to the astonishment of those watching. 

• But also in Acts 3 we see a man crippled from birth presented to the apostles Peter 

and John. Peter looks at him, heals him, and the man jumps to his feet and walks – to 

the astonishment of those watching. 

• The response each time is understandably positive. 

• Yet, there is a difference – with Jesus and with Peter the crowds before them were 

largely Jewish. In Lystra, not so – and the response is to shout out in Lycaonian ‘The 

gods have come in human form’. 

• We know from history that Lystra was one of the centres of greek god worship – 

they had the temple of Zeus in their city – There is no Judasitic tradition getting in 

the way here. 

• And the people declare Barnabas and Paul to be Zeus and Hermes which is probably 

an indication of just how astonished the people were to see these men do what only 

the ‘gods’ could do. 

 

• Paul and Barnabas would have none of it. 

• Declaring any mere mortal to be god was heresy and what it does it take the honour 

that is due only too God and place it upon man. 

• Only two chapters before (end of Chapter 12), we see King Herod accept the 

adulation of the people who declared him to have ‘the voice of God’ – and 

immediately he fell down dead! 

• Paul and Barnabas are not so foolish and run into the crowd – verse 15 – shouting 

‘Why are you doing this, we are only men, human like you and our job is to bring you 

good news’ – and they go on to declare God as the living creator who provides for his 

people. 
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• There is a PhD thesis or a book waiting to be written comparing the way that Paul 

evangelises this mainly Gentile crowd – there is good news proclaimed, but without 

Jewish preconceptions, Paul seems to adapt his message to his audience and speaks 

of God in a very greek way – unlike his other sermons to mixed audiences in Acts. 

But that is for another time. 

 

• The crowd are fickle – verse 18 – they hear the words yet they still wanted to 

sacrifice to Paul and Barnabas. 

• Although the response is misguided, there is something refreshing about the 

enthusiasm that is generated among this gentile audience. 

 

• The message of the gospel is extraordinary. When you read autobiographies and 

biographies of missionaries to far flung people groups – it is not uncommon to read 

of the incredibly receptive way these new people groups responds when they first 

hear about Jesus. 

• Free of the bias, or the misconceptions that a religious culture can create, they are 

often open to hearing about the amazing things that God has done through Jesus – I 

have seen that in the villages I have visited around India. 

• In modern day Adelaide, that is not our experience. We live in a ‘post-Christian’ 

culture that prides itself on rejecting the message that Jesus would take the penalty 

for what we have done wrong – and we reject it because we don’t see that we have 

done anything wrong (so why would we need a saviour)?! 

PAUSE 

• Well it doesn’t take long for the Jews from Iconium to arrive - remember these are 

ones who hatched the plan to mistreat and stone the apostles (in verse 5). 

• They win over the Gentile crowd, and stone Paul, dragging him out of the city leaving 

him for dead. 

• One moment the crowds are amazed and declare them to be ‘gods’ – the next 

moment they are trying to kill them! 

• It happened to Jesus – one day hailed has king as he rode into Jerusalem on a 

donkey, next moment they are crying ‘Crucify him’ and hanging him on a cross. 

PAUSE 

• Speaking the good news divides and saves. 

• They leave and move onto Derbe – verse 20 – they preach the good news and win a 

large number of disciples. 

• You know, I really admire the doubtless way that in the face of persecution – they 

continue to preach the good news. 
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• Their job was not a popularity contest. 

• They were not preaching on the condition that those they were speaking to would 

respond favourably. 

• They spoke knowing that people would oppose them – persecute them – even try to 

kill them. 

• You could point out to me, that after they heard about the plot to mistreat or stone 

them in verse 5, they fled – or after the stoning in verse 20 they fled. 

• To which I would then reply – read on – because in verse 21, you would see them 

retrace their steps – back to Lystra, back to Iconium, back to Antioch – they returned 

back to those places who had persecuted them – and they returned to strengthen 

and encourage the Christians to remain true to the faith – and they didn’t do that by 

saying ‘there there, it will all be okay’ – they returned teaching – verse 22 – ‘we 

must go through many hardships to enter the kingdom of God’. 

• What a reality check. 

• These apostles, they have not only lived it, but they have returned to simply say it as 

it is. 

• When you speak the good news, it will divide and save. 

 

What expectations do you have for your Christian life? And what expectations do you have 

for your ministry? 

• Paul and Barnabas are setting the expectations right. 

• And they do that because they know that part of the plan is that those who believe 

in Jesus will be opposed. 

• So when that opposition comes, when that Christian reality becomes clear, when 

the unsavoury parts of being Christian in this world becomes more obvious – you 

will be prepared. 

 

Application 

• There is a danger in being unrealistically optimistic as believers – if we minimise the 

whole idea of persecution, if we wrap ourselves in cotton wool, if there tell ourselves 

that we have a right to be happy,   then we establish what really is an unrealistic 

expectation of what living the Christian life is like – because when persecution does 

come it leaves us vulnerable to crippling doubts. 

• Persecution is like anti-evangelism. It is the world’s way to tell you that you are 

wrong.  
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• Yet, from what we see in Acts 14, there is no way that we can draw the conclusion 

that when persecution comes we should be silenced or defeated and relieved of the 

opportunity to stand firm for the gospel. 

• Our Lord Jesus was not backward in preparing his disciples for the troubles to come 

so that they wouldn’t be surprised or overwhelmed or overcome with doubt. (John 

16). 

• And here Paul and Barnabas are saying to the now established churches in these 

cities that hardship will continue to come – but to press on in faith. 

• And that won’t be different for us. 

• What this word says to us today – is that even in the face of hardship, speak the 

gospel.  

 

What is the upside? 

• At the end of this missionary journey (a period of about two years) – Paul and 

Barnabas return back to the church who had commissioned them and - verse 27 - 

‘they gathered the church together and reported all that God had done through 

them and how he had opened the door of faith to the gentiles’. 

• Friends, the majority us sitting here today are gentiles (I would imagine). If Paul and 

Barnabas gave up, if they decided it was too hard, if they didn’t push on (under God) 

to proclaim the gospel to the Gentiles – then we may well not have the gospel in far 

flung Adelaide today. 

• They set the template for world evangelisation 

o Cities reached 

o The Gospel proclaimed 

o Gentiles saved 

o Churches established 

o Elders appointed 

o The gospel was reaching the ends of the earth – just as God had said was the 

plan all along. 

 

When we speak the good news, it will divide, but people will be saved. 

 

Let’s pray. 


